I have good, excellent news.
Let’s wait for more people to connect, and we are ready to start.
All right, this is a very important ruling.
It is the ruling made by the Court of Administrative Justice of Sicily.
The Court has forwarded the case to the Constitutional Court, concerning the
unconstitutionality of mandatory vaccination imposed, in this specific case, on the
medical staff.
But the explanatory statements affect mandatory vaccination in its entirety.
According to the Court of Administrative Justice of Sicily, mandatory vaccination is
unconstitutional.
This 53-page ruling will surely put pressure on the Constitutional Court.
The latter will not be able to preserve the mandatory vaccination and the Government’s
stances, unless it makes a politicized ruling.
They already acted upon it, nominating Giuliano Amato, a politician, as president of the
Constitutional Court. Frankly, they couldn’t have provided better explanatory
statements.
A very interesting part is the data from Eudravigilance, which is the pharmacovigilance
database of the European Union.
Whose data are really shocking.
The ruling says: “The data which have been collected by the European database reveal
that by the end of January 2022, 570 million Pfizer doses had been administered within
the EU, so far.
In relation to them, 582,000 cases of adverse effects were reported, 7,000 of which had
a fatal outcome.”
That was Pfizer. As for AstraZeneca, “among 69 million doses, 244,000 cases of
adverse effects were reported, 1,447 of which had a fatal outcome.”

Then they mention Moderna, too. 139 million doses, 150,000 adverse reactions, 834 of
which had a fatal outcome.
Then Janssen. 19 million doses, 40,766 cases reported, 279 of which were fatal.
“Most of the aforementioned side effects are undoubtedly mild.
But among those effects, there are also serious pathologies which in some cases are
likely to compromise the vaccinated patient’s health irreversibly,” and that is exactly the
point.
Causing disability, or in the most unfortunate cases, death.
So therefore it is doubtful whether such medical products, whose data about the
adverse reactions are being collected, fulfill the aforementioned constitutional
requirement.”
And then they wrote nine spectacular lines.
And I wonder what Giuliano Amato will write about those lines.
Since he is a politicized person, and in line with the Government’s stance.
“It is true that the cases of serious adverse effects turn out to be a small portion.”
Please, listen to this: “nevertheless, the criterion set by the Constitutional Court,”
“The criterion set by the Constitutional Court for compulsory medical treatments to be
enforced is not likely to include a quantitative evaluation.
So the lawfulness of a mandatory vaccination is to be excluded, if it uses products
whose effects on the vaccinated patients’ health exceed the threshold of normal
tolerability.
Which cannot include the risk of serious or fatal adverse effects, even if these are small
portion in relation to the vaccinated population.”
So, even if they are few, one fatal effect suffices to make this inadmissible.

“And even in the case we accept the risk of — albeit rare — fatal adverse effects, this
criterion would have sensitive ethical implications.”
For instance, who would determine the percentage of disposable citizens?
It is indisputable. Otherwise it results in Nazism.
It is indisputable. If the Constitutional Court rules against this judgment, it means its
members are servants of politics.
They are politicians, not jurists. A jurist cannot but reach the same conclusion as this
ruling.
If the members of the court rule differently, it means they are not ignorant, of course, but
surely someone extremely biased and politicized.
Someone to dismiss faster than the speed of light.
So we should challenge them on this matter, and on the duty to state grounds.

